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ENDORSEMENTS
“The beauty and skill of the Del Espadín Baile Español dancers is an experience of escape; taking the audience to Spain and back with
every performance.”
Lynette Wallace, Executive Director
Bayou City Art Festivals

“The ladies at Del Espadín Flamenco performed at this year’s Houston Hispanic Chamber of Commerce’s Triunfando Awards Gala
Reception, which was attended by approximately 800 at the Hobby Center. Prior to the awards ceremony, these ladies stole the show with
the grace and beauty. No one was paying attention to the food, the drinks, or even the silent auction! I wish that we would have had more
time in the program to enjoy them longer. Show-stopping performance from beginning to end!”
Rosi F. Hernández, VP, Market Development
Houston Astros Baseball Club
2005 HHCC Triunfando Awards Gala Chairwoman

"It is refreshing to see dancers perform with such feeling in the true Flamenco spirit, and Del Espadín Baile Español does just that. Each
dancer truly expresses herself...that is true dancing...that is art!”
Cynthia R. Cupach, Dance Instructor, Artistic Director, World Dance Houston
Houston Community College - Central Dance Department

“Del Espadín Baile Español are truly a pleasure to watch and work with. I get goose bumps watching them! The costumes, the make-up and
the intensity of this group combined create a must-see combination!”
Carla Valencia, Managing Editor/Fashion Director
002 Houston Magazine

“In 2003, the group was able to help us and amaze Rice faculty and students during our first annual ‘Corazón Latino: A Hispanic Heritage
Month Exhibition’. Their costumes, dance, and artifacts were a splendid example of Spanish culture.”
Victor M. Castillo, HACER's President
Rice University's Hispanic Student Association

“Del Espadín Flamenco and Spanish Dancers always brought fun and excitement to some of our private parties and social events. I highly
recommend them to a lot of our customers for future events!"
Xavier Borkowski, General Manager
Rouge Restaurant

“I worked with Maria Del Espadín at the Festival Folkloric at the Miller Outdoor Theater. Her group, Del Espadín Baile Español, is a very
professional entertainment group. They are very authentic, and their style is very unique.”
Hortensia Wellborn
Institute of Hispanic Culture of Houston
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